Energy Efficiency Post-2011 Review
Workgroup 1 Meeting 1
Thursday, January 16, 2014
9:00am to 3:00pm
PNGC Conference Room

Overview

Richard Génecé, co-chairs and participants kicked-off the workgroup. The slides with agenda are here. The group established norms for operational excellence, discussed what success for the group would be, then discussed the Facts & Figures document. BPA staff led a walk-through of the issues within the scope of the workgroup and then discussed BPA’s working assumptions. Finally, the group did a prioritization and grouping of the issues exercise to get an idea of how they might approach the issues. The next meeting was set for January 29, 2014 from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. at PNGC. Only workgroup members will be invited to the future meetings but the meetings are open to the public. Contact co-chair Margaret Lewis to be added to the workgroup distribution list.

Decision/Action Items
BPA to follow-up on various data points requested at meeting.
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¹ Out of respect for privacy, only attribution to comments from BPA staff and workgroup co-chairs is included in these meeting notes.
Welcome and opening remarks.
- Richard Génécé spoke about being excited about the process and appreciated engagement by everyone.
- Sideboards: BPA has had time since the kick off meeting to consult with some internal BPA organizations and we have identified some Working Assumptions that will be shared later during today’s meeting.

Overview of Agenda.

Operational Excellence
- Margaret Lewis identified the norms for the group: get meetings on the calendar, materials in advance, notetakers are not professional notetakers, notes will be posted within one week on website, any comments on notes should be directed to Margaret Lewis.
- Kim Thompson: one conversation at a time.
- Richard Génécé: encourage people to think about the long term in addition to short term

What does ‘success’ look like to you?
- Doug Brawley: success would look like developing proposals that are implementable, that makes the overall efficiency we accomplish better, that meets BPA’s requirements, that appreciates the role of the utility, and making the operations of the utilities easier to help with acquiring savings.
- Person A: looking back at the last time around, we come out with a consensus document where we’re all on the same page; agreement within the workgroup so we all walk out feeling satisfied.
- Person W: enabling all of the utilities (large and small) to be able to aggressively participate in BPA’s programs; strive to ensure that all utilities are equitably able to access BPA programs and energy savings.
- Richard Génécé: expressions from everyone on what they want even if it doesn’t always mean consensus across everything. Everyone has had the opportunity to express their views and they are understood by everyone.
Pre-decisional – For Discussion Purposes Only

- Person A: what is consensus? It doesn’t mean that we all have to agree on everything. We can sometimes set aside our issue to let the group proceed with an idea.
- Person B: we put a lot of work into the original framework, so if things are working we don’t need to recreate them.
- Person C: we need encourage the lowest cost resources and not have barriers in place to the lowest cost acquisition.
- Person D: some may quickly come to consensus where it may take others a bit more time, so we need to allow time to think things over.
- Doug Brawley: we need to keep in mind our schedule and stay on track and work judiciously.
- Person E: we spent a lot of time the last time around on opt-out and it wasn’t adopted, so if those kinds of issues come up and they are showstoppers that we don’t spend a lot of time considering them and that BPA will let us know.
- Person F: we would like to see some acknowledgement that not all utilities are the same and that we need flexibility, especially between option 1 and option 2 customers.
- Doug Brawley: we’ll put these together into a set of guidelines for the group. We can add more to them later.
- **Facts and Figures document**
  - Kim Thompson: Did not spend a lot of time walking through the document. More of an opportunity to get additional questions and the type of information that would help the workgroup think through the issues.
  - Person G: is there a breakdown of cost in the document?
  - Kim Thompson: no, but that’s the type of question we’re interesting in hearing:
  - Person G: what is the cost per kWh of savings over time?
  - Person A: how are you going to account for the Norpac savings?
    - Kim Thompson: we’re counting the savings toward the 504 aMW target, but separate from the programmatic saving since they didn’t involve EEI.
  - Doug Brawley: is BPA going to reconsider the 42% for public power?
    - Josh Warner: this is part of Long Term Regional Dialogue policy; we’ll reassess the calculation for the next power plan
    - Richard Généce: it merits consideration but it’s an Administrator decision and it rises above this workgroup.
    - Person A: suggest using “BPA’s share of public power” rather than “public power’s share”
  - Person H: NWEC had requested info about all LPF requests.
    - Kim Thompson: There were two.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
Kim Thompson: there was a request for our planning cost per aMW but we were not able to get that yet.

Matt Tidwell: we are working on providing a breakdown of savings by sector

Person C: we hope that BPA could review the comments we provided during the public comment period which included various information requests.

Person F: how many people got unassigned account dollars but then didn’t use them by the end of the rate period? Don’t need to know the customer names, just a sense.

Kim Thompson: BPA was responsible for some of the funds being left unspent

Person H: for number 8, the amount remaining of EEI just goes back to the BPA general fund?

Kim Thompson: correct.

Issue Review for Workgroup 1

Doug Brawley: it’s my understanding that issues that don’t fit in this process will be addressed by BPA in other forums.

Matt Tidwell: conducted an overview of BPA working assumptions (see slides).

Person A: what is meant by not adversely impacting customers that choose not to pursue a particular alternative

Kim Thompson: e.g., shifting of costs. This is the standard bar in Power policy – fairness in managing the customer relationship.

Doug Brawley: another example would be a world where BPA decides to pursue only industrial and commercial savings because that would disadvantage customers with mainly residential savings.

Person C: the TOCA approach shifted costs – does this language prevent us from revisiting this approach?

Richard Génécé: this is a screen, i.e., what impact would the proposal have on other utilities? We want to weigh this consideration in looking at options.

Person F: is the 75/25 split on the table for consideration?

Matt Tidwell: yes

1. Issue 1: EEI allocation methodology using TOCAs

Unknown Person: what does menu of services mean?

Matt Tidwell: Covers more than EEI. Some utilities are not interested in paying for third party programs

Doug Brawley: could we rename “opt-out” to something like “utility self-management of incentives for energy savings”?

Person I: are we just talking quantity or the types of energy efficiency and prioritization to get a higher value?
Josh Warner: we’re talking about the quantity. The workgroup could address an approach that considers the types and value of energy efficiency.

Person A: the model is based on “equity.” We need to keep this in mind because we went through a long process to get to where we are today.

Person J: it’s an assumption that conservation potential doesn’t line up with TOCA.

Person I: there’s also the time dimension to funding energy savings.

Doug Brawley: if we took on conservation potential, we would need a similar base for determining potential across all utilities.

Josh: we’d have to look at how to do this.

Kim Thompson: TOCAs are used because its universal to all our customers.

### Issue 2: Two-Year EEI Budgets, aka Roll Over

Kyna Alders: Finance is working on a rollover policy that is likely to be finalized this month. This policy will help inform the workgroup as it identifies strategies for enabling large projects.

Person C: is this a showstopper? We have drop dead dates for our budgets.

Richard Génécé: No, I don’t think so. We’re working with Finance to define the policy related to this and emphasizing the need for flexibility.

Josh Warner: we are listening to your concerns about this.

Person H: this is a very important issue and progress on this would be really helpful. Wondering if the same roll over could also apply to EE’s expense budget instead of going back to the general fund instead of just EEI/capital. BPA underspends expense every year.

Person A: it’s important that we look at what worked and we keep what worked.

Kim Thompson: an example of this was the successful use of bilateral transfers to allow utilities to access EEI across rate periods.

Kyna Alders: option d is more of a planning issue.

Doug Brawley: we may need folks from Finance informing us on the constraints of finance, e.g., as it relates to budgets to Congress.

Kyna Alders: we can provide a high level overview.

Person I: BPA can implement a transmission project which covers multiple rate periods. If so, it would seem that the same mechanisms should be used for energy efficiency.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
o Kyna Alders: the difference is that Transmission manages their projects within their fixed fiscal year budgets. Transmission doesn’t carry budget over.

o Person K: it’s very difficult to when you have $500-700k projects, sometimes they just have to carry over, especially for larger Industrial projects.

3. **Issue 3: Redirect of EEI Funds**
   o Person L: How big a problem is this?
   o Josh Warner: $1.8 million is about 1.5% of rate period EEI budget or 1 aMW.
   o Person J: we would need to solve how to reallocate the money that is redirecting.
   o Person E: the roll over might make this point mute.
   o Person H: Why would utilities object to this? They will lose the funds anyway.
   o Person L: can we compare the unspending to previous rate periods?
   o Josh Warner: it might be hard to compare to previous rate periods. You have the FY11 overspend, but then it was a different paradigm with the conservation rate credit.
   o With the Conservation Rate Credit, very few utilities had to pay back money.
   o Person M: could we get percentage values for amount of EEI left at the end of the rate period: percent of small budget, percent of large budget. If this is 1% for most utilities, then this could just be cautionary budgeting.

4. **Issue 4: Backstop Role**
   o Person N is this self-imposed or from the Council?
     o Josh Warner: self-imposed per the regional dialogue policy and the Post-2011 public process.
     o Doug Brawley: how broad is this issue in BPA’s mind?
       o Josh Warner: always thought of it in terms of the savings targets.
       o Kim Thompson: part of the vagueness is related to what BPA would have to do depending on the issue requiring a backstop.
   o Person J: as a practical manner, how would BPA do this? It’s not practical to run out and go get some savings at the last minute.
   o Person K: when do you look at this?
     ▪ Richard Géneclé: it depends on where we are in the rate period and information we have at hand.
   o Person K: Could look at utilities’ CPAs to see where they would be.
Person A: BPA’s largest customers (probably 90% of BPA’s load) are doing CPAs and we know the CPAs are less than the Council’s targets, so what does that mean for the backstop role?

Person I: of the utilities that are doing CPAs, do they capture all the different types of savings?

- Josh Warner: looking at CPAs is a way to look at the risk, but they are done in different ways by different utilities. We want a reasonably high probability that we will meet the target.

Person J: can we revisit the 42% share of the Council’s target?

- Richard Génécé: it would require a different process than the one from today; its an Administrator decision.

Person I: utility CPAs is just one moving piece among many as it relates to achieving the targets.

Person J: it would be helpful to get non-programmatic savings from BPA in a timely way.

5. Issue 5: Utility Self-Funding

Person F: What was the actual EEI vs. self-funded savings split? Not sure that the 75/25 split is appropriate. The split only looks at the savings and not the costs to the utility of acquiring the savings. We are carry about 67% of the cost needed to get the savings; we pay higher incentives.

Josh Warner: in the original process, we heard from customers that the focus should be on savings, but now we’ve also heard any interest in utility spending in addition to savings.

Person A: there is the issue of utility funding versus savings, so the nomenclature of “self-funding” is a misnomer.

Josh Warner: our target is based on savings, not about spending so it’s difficult to think only about spending.

Doug Brawley: we need to work with Workgroup 5 on nomenclature so we know exactly what we’re talking about.

Richard Génécé: the EEI didn’t buy us the savings we expected, so we need to recognize that our costs are going up.

- Doug Brawley: More detail on what cost per sector and how much savings those EEI dollars got us, that’s a piece of data that this group needs.

Person J: we are understating the costs of measures by not capturing all the costs associated with acquiring the saving., such as evaluation to ensure the savings are good.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
Pre-decisional – For Discussion Purposes Only

- Person M: to maximize the contract high water mark, it made more sense for us to invoice BPA for the higher cost savings and self-fund cheap savings, and we may be still doing this.
- Kim Thompson: this is something we need to look into: the mix of measures for BPA compared to self-funded savings.
- Person J: we haven’t built into the system incentives to drive down the costs of acquisition. May need to look at BPA’s willingness to pay.
- Person A: because of the use or lose it, we want to use BPA funding first. We have a lot of industrial, which tends to come in at the end of a rate period, so we’ll fund higher cost measures with BPA funds at the beginning and then we self-fund the lower cost industrial at the end.
- Kim Thompson: we have to set a budget to align with the 75% savings, but then the reality varies given so many different utilities that have control over how the budgets are spent.
- Person A: we’re facing the case where residential savings are getting harder and harder to find and more expensive – need to look longer term.
- Josh Warner: we need to look at things on a portfolio level. How the percentages end up breaking down for BPA and self-funding may not ultimately matter so long as BPA and its utilities achieve the targets, which we did for the last rate period. So we may not need to focus too much on why BPA’s budget delivered less than 75%.
- Person H: more information would be helpful here on cost/aMW for EEI funded and self-funded savings. As a result of the Fy11 overspend, BPA adjusted down the average cost. So we’d need to know more about average cost to help us make decisions.
- Kim Thompson: we could demonstrate what self-funded savings would have cost if they were BPA-funded based on the savings and BPA’s willingness to pay for those measures.
- Person H: Tom Eckman has regional cost/aMW
- Person I: This is captured in their annual survey, but at a high level.
- Person A: they report this by sector in the survey.

6. Issue 6: Limitations of the Framework
- Person H: I was looking for the opportunity to address the higher level concerns about achieving conservation. Are there limits on what utilities can do to acquire all cost-effective conservation?
- Person J: There is nothing precluding utilities from spending as much as they want for conservation. It doesn’t have anything to do with BPA’s EEI funding.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
o Person O: it’s the difference between local rates and what the utilities pay in the rates to BPA.
o Person H: not all utilities are motivated to spend above BPA levels and there are some utilities that rely on BPA and we need to ask if we’re doing everything we can to allow acquiring of savings. The diversity of utilities comes into play regarding this question: are we really serving all the utilities that is maximizing everyone’s ability to acquire savings.
o Doug Brawley: is the EEI structure limiting utility conservation efforts?
o Kim Thompson: compared to the CRC, we’ve seen utilities do conservation where they haven’t done conservation in the past, so that’s a success story of the existing framework.
o Person K: conservation work for low income can cause utility rates to increase.
o Person A: we miss here what happens on the regional level and the impact of the RTF’s decision and what measures are approved. How easy is it for small utilities to implement the measures? The RTF is working on more measures for small/rural customers.
o Person C: does the framework limit their acquisition of all cost-effective conservation? This is important when we consider the TOCA issue.
o Person F: the EEI budget is not a limiting factor for us, but I also acknowledge that BPA has helped smaller utilities out in delivering programs. We have taken advantage of some of these programs designed for smaller utilities. BPA budget is only about 30% of our total incentive outlay to meet our I-937 targets.
o Josh Warner: this issue is also about program implementation, not just about budgets.
o Person O: it’s often about the cost of implementing measures and the difficulty that arises when implementing. How do small utilities acquire conservation in a more cost-effective manner?
o Richard Génecé: As we look at each one of these to prioritize we have to figure out how we would implement, as well.
o Person M: there is a lot of interrelationship between these issues so as we do the prioritization, it would help to pull out these relationships and possibly sequence

7. Issue 7: Performance Payments
   o Person A: If utility uses EEI for Energy Smart Grocer program, can they claim a performance payment?
     o ESG is the only program.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
Kim Thompson: today, the option for claiming performance payment exists if EEI is the source of the incentives, if they are paid directly by the utility from its EEI budget.

Person L: do you have any data, how much performance payments are being used in this way? And what’s the benefit for allowing this? What’s the magnitude of the problem relative to the benefit of doing it, for whoever is doing it?

Gary Smith: We had 66 utilities in the ESG program and 25 of them claimed performance payments – about 8% ($421,784 ) of EEI expenditures ($5.2 million)*.

Kim Thompson: it’s a cost driver without there really being much utility administrative burden.

Person D: we have monthly calls with PECI so that was staff time.

Person P: they have done direct mail, letter, ride-along in support of program.

Person Q: we had end-user inquiries and have to manage the relationships which involve utility cost.

Person A: if you manage the EEI yourself, there is administrative cost. Make the program flexible enough to cover utilities that are incurring overhead costs.

8. Issue 8: Regional Program Administration

Person A: would be helpful to get a briefing on ESG and ESI programs and to see how the different structures impact reality. What was estimated level of participation? What was actual level of participation?

Kim Thompson: we haven’t had “misses,” we have to recalibrate our expectations as a result of a drop in utilities participating in ESG when we began the last rate period.

Gary Smith: we had 90 utilities participating in direct acquisition in the FY10-11 rate period compared to 66 utilities in the FY12-13 rate period.

Person A: can you give the cost of the administration of the program of before and after?

Person Q: is the 70/30 EEI/BPA-managed capital budget going to change or be considered in this process?

Kim Thompson: this issue hasn’t been raised and isn’t in the scoping document.

Doug Brawley: there are a lot of implications if we move back to a direct acquisition model. Perhaps there’s a way to figure out how to reduce the

* This figure updated post-meeting.
additional admin costs for BPA with the result of more funds dedicated to utilities programmatically.

- Kim Thompson: our costs increased significantly when we moved away from the direct acquisition model.
- Doug Brawley: what’s the magnitude of this?
- Person J: there’s implication for us not being able to manage our own targets as well without knowing ahead of time what the result of the direct acquisition would be.
- Person E: the utilities have a lot less control and impact under the direct acquisition model.
- Person R: with direct acquisition, utilities would lose access to some of their EEI?
  - Yes. (general agreement)

The Grouping and Prioritization of the issues

- Group discussed interrelationships between the issues and made the following connections between the issues.
  - EEI Allocation Methodology Using TOCAs has a lot of overlap with other issues
  - BPA Redirect of EEI Budgets (“take back”) tied to workgroup five
  - Two-Year EEI Budgets, aka Roll Over and Performance Payments for Regional Programs and BPA Redirect of EEI Budgets (“take back”)
  - BPA’s Backstop Role and Utility Self-Funding
  - Limitations of the Post-2011 Framework and Regional Program Administration

Group voted on importance and three rose to the top: EEI Allocation on a TOCA basis; Roll over of EEI budgets; Utility self-funding. Followed by: backstop role; BPA redirect; limitations of the framework; regional program administration; and performance payments.

Scheduling for the workgroup

- Person K: subgroups could do conference calls and then the whole group could meet in person
- Margaret Lewis: potential subgroup for issue #1: EEI Allocation on a TOCA basis.
- Josh Warner: need to consider the pros and cons of workgroups.
- Doug Brawley: thought we could group together EEI Allocation methodology along with utility self-funding.
- Person L: we should spend more time getting into the issues before deciding about subgroups. Have one more meeting of the whole group to get into the substance and then go down the subgroup route if we need to.

* This figure updated post-meeting.
Person M: when we put together the agenda for the future meetings, we should group them based on our bundling.

Person O: could we start with the issues that we know we don’t want to change and then let those set aside to deal with the harder issues?

Person J: as a homework assignment before the next meeting, everyone could do a straw vote on the options to get the group an idea of where people stand at the moment on the status quo for each issue to give us an idea of which ones are easy to solve and move on to the other issues.

Margaret Lewis: we’ll send out notes and direction on the homework assignment of voting on the options. And we’ll send out calendar invites for the future meetings.

Next meeting was tentatively set for January 29 from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at PNGC.

General

Thank you to everyone for attending and to PNGC for hosting.